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Matrikelnummer FAMILY NAME First Name

Task 1:

(1.1) Formalize the following argument in predicate logic

If no showman is sincere and there is no politician that is not a showman, then all
politicians are not sincere.

and (1.2) prove or disprove its validity.

Task 2:

Is the set
I := {x ∈ N | ¬∃y Φx(y) ↓}

recursive, r.e. or none of them? Motivate your answer.

Task 3:

Is the following function

f(x) =

{

1 if Φx(x+ 1)↓ and x ≤ 50
0 otherwise

computable? Provide either an informal algorithm (in case the function is computable) or a formal
proof that such algorithm cannot exist.

Task 4:

Compute all Robinson-Resolvents of the two clauses p(f(x, y), y) ∨ p(z, a) and ¬p(f(x, x), y).

Task 5:

(1) Does F |= ♦A ∨ ¬♦�A entail the seriality of F?
(2) Does the seriality of F entail F |= ♦A ∨ ¬♦�A?
In each case: prove it or provide a counter example for the frame F .

Task 6:

Is the set of Gödel numbers of sentences that are not true in the standard model of arithmetic
recursively enumerable? Explain!

mllugiqi
Sticky Note
not exists x (S(x) ^ H(x)) ^ not exists y (P(y) ^ not S(y)) -> forall z (P(z) ^ not H (z))Prove: All showmen are not sincere,All politicians are showmen, this implies that all politicians are not sincere.

mllugiqi
Sticky Note
It is not recursive (since it is extensional)It is not even R.E (since it's compliment is R.E and by post theorem ..)

mllugiqi
Sticky Note
It is computable, since every finite subset of Natural numbers is computable, and we can just hardcode an algorithm that computes it./???
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Sticky Note
C1 = CC2 = p(f(x,a),a) mgu = {y->a; z->f(x,a)}D1 = neg p(f(u,u),v) renaming = {x->u; y->v}C1:D1:1. mgu = {v->a; z->f(u,u)} p(f(x,y),y)2. mgu = {x->u; y->u; v-> u} p(z,a)C2D2:1. mgu = {v->a; u->a; x->a} empty clause
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